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ENCLOSURE 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 
DISCREPANCIES AFFECTING SHIELD BUILDING EXHAUST VENT RADIATION MONITOR 

WBRD-50-390/86-49, WBRD-50-391/86-46 
NCR. _WBIr 6750 &ND W-390-P 

10-CFR 50.-55(e) 
INTERIM REPORT 

Description of Deficiency 

Deficiencies have been identified at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), as 
documented in nonconforming condition reports (IC~s) WBN 6750 and 11-390-P.  
vhich involve components of the isokinetic sampling system supplied to TVA by 
the Ai.r Monitor Corporation, Santa Rosa, California. The components were 
.supplied on TVA procurement contract No. SOICJ2-826848. ICR W1-390-P identifies 
various hardware discrepancies which result in the inability of TVA to 
maintain and operate the sampling systems properly. As such, the requirements 
of proposed WBU Technical Specification 3/4.11.2, proposed WIN Technical 

Specificationi Surveillance Requirement 4.3.39 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 cannot 
be net. NCR WBN 6750 states thst for'the instruments located on panel 
2-PUL-90-L398, which are associated with the WBN unit 2 shield building 
-exhaust -vent radiation monitor, the TVA 91QL90 series drawing (Q-wlist) 
specifies-se-ismic. category I(L). However, Regulatory Guide 1.97, which is 
referenced in the comment section, calls for these components to be -class 1K.  
The-procurement contract for these devices does not specify class 1E.  
However, it does specify the devices to be seismic category I and states that 
10 CP* -21 does -apply.  

Thera is inadequate information specified in the vendor's operation and 
maintenance OMR) manual for TVA to identify the equipment required to be 
onsite or to perfois necessary modifications or maintenance on the affected 
equipment. The instructions, specifications. and drawings which are In the 
vendor's OW manual do not match the as-installed configuration of the 
instruments onsite.-Also, the vendor hes given verbal instructions for 
ud'Ific~tions, which are not covered-by the O&M manual, to be made, on several 
Instruments.  

The subject equaipment is used to provide samples for monitoring radioactive 
-releases. Theise deficiencies render the status of the instruments 
Indeterminate with regard to instrument quality and quality assurance 

ý-*s>quiremonts and with regard to the ability of the Instruments to perform 
their Intended design function. The Inability to detect and/or monitor 

-- releases could result In a failure to take appropriate actions, such as 
-notifications. This could possibly result In doses in excess of 10 CPU 20 
and/or 10 CrR 100 limits. As such, the subject condition could adversely 
affect the sat., operation of the plant.
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TV'A is in the process of evaluating this condi 
the affected equipment and the appropriate qua 
meeting Regulatory Guide 1.97 requireuseents at 

TVA will provide the next report on this item 
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